
DigiTech Committee Meeting Minutes  

February 7th, 2020 

 

2020 Goals: 

Digi- 

i) Karen Vaias met with new Cloud Library rep and they are willing to come to a 

meeting. 

 The committee stated they would like that meeting to be set up.  

ii) MAIN Tech Talks –  

 Once again volunteers were asked to participate in what is now being called 

“Tech Talks”. The hope is for these talks to be once a month, varying on length, 

and will be geared towards helping staff more efficient with technology.  

 Although these talks are mainly for library staff, they will be posted on MAIN 

website which public can access.  

 It seems that unofficially MCL volunteered themselves for the next Tech Talk and 

they presented the topic of databases.  

iii) There is still time to sign up to be on the subcommittee geared towards training/test 

prep product as well as for MAIN wide calendar.  

 Planning on creating a more focused survey to get better results.  

 

Tech- 

i) MAIN is working on a cheaper alternative self-check option. Project has been put on 

hold for a bit due to holidays and the migration.  

o They are looking at using an all-in-one PC with the additional needed 

tools that would feature a locked down version of Leap.  

o Still needs to be tested.  

 T-Mobile hotspot/tablet discounting will no longer be on the agenda since the T-

Mobile rep has not gotten back to anyone at MAIN.  

 Rawda Ali has written down all the steps to changing email over to gmail.  

o Google may not consider libraries non-profits anymore – alternative is to 

go through “Friends of the Library” to get gmail.  

Digi: 

A. Mometrix 

i. Wasn’t working at Rockaway issue is now fixed.  

ii. Wanted password but now asks for library card # 

iii. No marketing materials to give MAIN.  



iv. Search feature is an issue and they say they are fixing it. No time table has 

been given for when this will be resolved.  

B. DigiTech now has a shared file on Google Drive so the committee can easily 

share documents.  

i. If you have trouble accessing the drive or never received an email – 

contact Radwa Ali to get access.  

ii. Can only add or remove items with gmail account, otherwise you can only 

view included items.  

C. A week to 10 days the State Report Statistics (2019) should be on MAIN website 

located under “State Reports” tab on website.  

D. MAIN- 

i. Consumer Reports –  

1. They have sent MAIN bookmarks, Phil did not have them with 

him this meeting but will try and bring them to the one in March.  

2. A training webinar should be taking place next Friday (2/14) 

afternoon. A link will be shared to access.  

ii. RBDigital Unlimited- 

1. Some libraries reported lower stats while others reported higher. 

Auto checkout may influence this number. Unique patron view is 

the best way to get more accurate stats.  

2. Issue with the Economist has been resolved.  

3. Rumors are that other platforms want to include magazines in their 

apps, but as of right now, RBDigital is really the only option, 

although Phil stated that he is always looking for alternatives.  

4. Phil asked the committee to open a ticket with MAIN if having 

ANY issues with RBDigital app. An email was sent with what info 

is needed. This way MAIN can try and get things solved.  

5. Still unsure the exact numbers of titles MAIN now has access to.  

6. Any magazines MAIN owned before switch to Unlimited backlog 

will be all previous issues – all new magazines will only have a 

backlog for up to 12 months prior.  

iii. Cloud Library Circ Levels- 

1. Chart was presented of survey results of libraries using Cloud 

Library of what their # of holds per patron, # of checkouts, and 

default loan periods for ebooks and eaudio books. 

2. The question of how much content do these libraries have available 

was raised.  

3. As well as: 

a. How many holdings? 

b. What are their usage? 

c. How much you have to how much usage? 



4. The idea of the committee meeting just to discuss this issue was 

presented – mention of subcommittee meeting for such purpose but 

scribe did not seem to note what subcommittee that was.  

5. With DLNJ at first, libraries were not purchasing econtent 

robustly, but now it is very similar to MAIN where some libraries 

buy more than others.  

6. Content purchased with DLNJ does not expire since most of the 

content was purchased before publishers began pricing things by 

circ counts / per # of years and the econtent purchased with Cloud 

Library does have these experations.  

7. Some libraries are receiving complaints about econtent while 

others are not.  

8. Some libraries have begun to sublimate Cloud Library econtent 

with Hoopla.  

iv. DLNJ still being researched.  

v. Project Magelan is still being in the works but has been put on hold for 

other more time sensitive projects.  

Tech:  

A. HP Printer Model – 

a. MAIN website has been updated with more current tech.  

b. Research for newer printers still ongoing.  

B. Idea Exchange & Problem Solving- 

a. MCL having issues with newly installed Envisonware – patrons complaining 

about too many screens/is a bit confusing.  

i. Florham Park reported they have similar issues with patrons but only fix is 

to remind patrons to click through every screen before printing & to make 

sure that if they are printing multiple things to give all print jobs the same 

name.  

b. Computer/print release station having different wordings  

i. These are settings that can be changed through Envisionware per the 

library’s request. Believe the answer was to submit a ticket with MAIN to 

get the wording changed. 

c. Roxbury mentioned they recently purchased chromebits to display library event 

flyers.  

i. Attach to any screen with an HDMI port and turns it into a mini 

chromebook.  

ii. Roxbury mentioned that they work great. Cost is about $120 

d. Kindle Fire Update reminder: 

i. If patron complains about having issues opening econtent or being unable 

to browse econtent and they are using a Kindle Fire, the Cloud Library app 

needs to be uninstalled, then reinstalled so the device has the most recent 

version.  



ii. Since Cloud Library is downloaded outside of the app store on Kindle 

Fires, the app does not automatically update which can cause patrons to 

have issues.  

C. Innovation Survey Discussion & Review: 

a. I mainly just jotted down the most notable and most repetitive responses.   

i. Use lease agreements rather than purchase expensive technology 

ii. Digital display 

iii. Virtual reality 

iv. Self-checkout 

v. Auto-renewal 

vi. Loaning laptops/tablets 

vii. Wireless printing without an account 

viii. Wireless hotspot 

ix. Integrate multiple ebook/audiobooks platforms into catalog. 

x. Connect to projector without wires (i.e. blutooth/wifi) 

xi. Smart devices/AI 

xii. Analytics on demand 

xiii. Collection hq 

xiv. Stack maps 

xv. 3d gaming 

xvi. 3d printing 

xvii. Online credit card payment 

xviii. Drone book delivery 

xix. Author alert 

xx. Coding instructions for kids/teens 

Next meeting: Thursday, March 5th @ Washington. 9:30-11:30am 

 


